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About This Game

Rhythm Destruction is a rhythm & shoot'em up that aims to combine the best of both genres. Blast and maneuver your way
through perilous stages filled with numerous enemies, obstacles and unique boss encounters.

Enemies and objects in Rhythm Destruction are destroyed via timed key presses that go along with the beat of the music. The
hand crafted stages are filled with many obstacles, traps, and plenty of bullets that make for unrelenting action. Each stage also

includes a unique boss encounter that will put all of your skills to the test.

10 challenging and diverse stages

Pumping soundtrack provided by 'Oscillator X' and others

Xbox & Playstation Controller Support

First DLC Pack available now!

Challenging Gameplay, with a Casual Mode toggle for beginners

Notice: As of March 14, 2018, online features & leaderboards are no longer available.
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Title: Rhythm Destruction
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Curious Panda Games
Publisher:
Curious Panda Games
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP(Known issues, may work)

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I had started this game on the Wii and was eager to play it on the PC. PC is MUCH easier as the tasks are much smoother.
Thank goodness. I had been wondering how this mystery ended and it was nice to start over again. However, it seemed tougher
than I remembered in other ways.

I raged so much with this game. Whereas I had no problem playing "Scopa" in "The Phantom of Venice" it is required to beat a
character at a game of "Fox and Geese" and I hate that game horribly. It was just a pain to play and no fun. A couple of the
puzzles were hard to do with the limited amount of time it takes to do them and I'm just no good at using the snowmobile.

A quirk of the game is that you also have to cook 3 meals a day as well as the housekeeping for most of the game. I'm not sure
how to weigh the game when it comes to spoilers though. I've not played the games in order and Tino Balducci appears in this
game and is apparently a character that returns from a previous game. While I don't know the whole story with the unmentioned
previous game, I do wonder if there are any spoilers with the things Nancy says about him. I guess I'll find out when I play said
game.

This game though takes a lot of patience to play. You have a clock and you have extra duties and it can get dull and repetitive.
Things happen at certain times and the game, if you mess up too early, can be a little too unforgiving. I had accidently had issues
with the clock and had to restart the whole game because I couldn't meet the guests otherwise.

I think this game was certainly harder than I had expected. It's not impossible, but it can be really agitating. That being said, the
story is still interesting and if you have the resolve, it can be rewarding, I suppose. I would suggest it to people who enjoy these
types of games. Some people like more of a challenge than I do. I prefer relaxing puzzles and good stories. This game is easy in
some ways and hard in others, so it just depends on the sort of player you are. Despite my raging moments, it was nice to finally
see how the story ended.. I Love the game, but bugs are killing the experience, don't pay full price for it.. What started off as an
interesting, albeit not revolutionary or new concept quickly fell off due to its clunky controls and tiresome gameplay.

There are a few positive aspects to the game. The different levels are layered in the background, gradually coming to the front
whenever the player enters a new level which makes for a nice visual effect and a bit of foreshadowing of what levels are yet to
come. The sparse ambient background sound is soothing and the clicky cube bumps are satisfying to hear.

Mostly though Gravilon quickly becomes frustrating and a chore to play rather than being fun. One level for example requires
the player to either get it right directly or fail subsequently in order to leave a precisely placed "cube corpse" boost needed to
advance. And there are a lot more instances where hard to anticipate gravity physics interfere with your control over the cube.

Gravilon is a hard minimalistic indie platformer and in order to keep the player interested I feel there needs to be something
else. It is lacking strong polished controls leaving the gameplay to be just not good enough. I tried getting into Gravilon but
failed to keep myself engaged.

(Completed 6 levels of 32). I don't know how this got so many positive reviews (the only reason I even bought the game)...

*PROS*
- Cute graphics/art style

*CONS*
- The most REPETITIVE GAMEPLAY EVER. Unless you cheat (I definitely did - and even then I was bored to tears) you're
going to be grinding for money and materials in the hopes that your monsters will be able to progress.
- The story's really hard to follow
- Clunky UI/menus

I had a bit of a Tower Defense itch and thought this game would be able to scratch it - but I'll stick with games like Defender's
Quest/Kingdom Rush (both of which have a good handle on progression, story, and unit building).. Nice little escape room style
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game. Some good puzzles
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dead, and unfinished. playable but soooo disappointing.. War Thunder oynuyorsanız bunuda alın. Oyun içine bonus hede
hödöler ekliyor. :). cannot play game with wndows10
. This game is life. Opened a door with a vent.
10/10. I liked the game so much! All the characters were special and envolving in their own ways. The only thing I didn't get
was why there are some answers that are locked :/. This is Straight up a gay♥♥♥♥♥2Hou ♥♥♥♥ing Megucas flying and
♥♥♥♥ing projectiles, you're all ♥♥♥♥ing mongrells. My gate of babylon will tear a new ♥♥♥♥ing throat in your
cancerous♥♥♥♥♥♥sama. YES I AM FOR REAL, MY GATE IS LARGER THAN YOURS KING OF GARBAGE,
♥♥♥♥ING FAKER-KUN.. if you have a worm fetish, like me. this is for you.. Pretty good game if you don't look at graphics
and some non-general mechanics. I rate 6\/10.. This game simply came out at the wrong time, if it came out now in the time
where Hearthstone is so well known it would have surely gained alot of popularity.
For me, it is the card game I enjoyed the most.
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